Island size and bacterial diversity in an archipelago of engineering machines.
There is an increasing realization that progress in bacterial ecology can be further advanced by applying theories and models developed in ecology. Consequently, there is a significant need to assess the applicability of such tools, developed specifically for macroorganisms, for investigating the underlying issues that determine bacterial diversity and community assemblage. In this study, we employed the island biogeography species-area model, originally conceived to assess colonization of islands by macroorganisms, to assess bacterial communities colonizing metal-cutting fluids from machines of increasing sump tank size, taking these to be analogous to islands of variable size. This system was selected because it is well studied and compared with other natural bacterial communities has a relatively low (manageable) diversity. Our findings show that island biogeography theory holds for the bacterial communities studied, in that smaller sump tanks contained lower and putatively less stable diversity, and larger sumps had greater diversity and were temporally stable. It was found that the calculated power law indices (i.e. z-values) were similar for all sample sets, and strikingly, typical of those observed in classical ecology. This was not expected as bacteria have significant distinguishing features such as huge population sizes, rapid asexual reproduction and small body size that facilitate dispersal, and are particularly resistant to extinction.